Introduction
In a straightforward and urgent rap verse, Ulises, the lead singer of Rescate, describes the feeling "zamarreo" produces in him. Later, he calls attention to the "foreigners" and asks them if they have something to offer and underlines the presence of Jesus in the line: "You have no idea man, into whom you 've just run." 1 This is how Jesus's call, expressed in one of its possibilities, is interpreted: as a small street incident in which a warning and an authority call upon seeing something unusual in what is the ordinary, in the immediacy understood as hell. In that immediacy and in that scene, there is the presence of Jesus ("you have no idea man, into whom you've just run"). The intensified repetition of the prophetic message acquires a new voice in that of the rockers whose aesthetics might have seemed spiritually incorrect to the eyes of the evangelic world, but today holds a privileged position in its agenda.
The song continues, and a change of tone occurs. The warnings and the urban narrator's, that is, the rapper's admonition give way to a change in key, and the miracle to be announced crystallizes into dance rhythms and, especially, into the "mosh," as a vehicle of ecstasy and Christian intensity (in the transition from one moment to the other something appears that resonates to the old symphonic rock heroic tone). It is insinuated that the lyrics accompany an epiphany that addresses a non-stopping madness that will be understood, once the veil is uncovered. Then, the good news is straightforwardly and imperatively invoked: the lyrics encourage the audience "to see," to experiment with what seems to be a virtue of a few and what seems to be impossible (for example, a wall disintegrating or a paralytic jumping).
What is the value of these expressions that, very generically, we can include into the category of "Christian music?" What are the causes and consequences of these phenomena in the secular world and in churches? Is there a transformation of the "evangelic culture" and/or of the "youth culture?" These are the questions that make it possible to examine the phenomenon of a musical group such as Rescate (Rescue) as a paradigmatic form in the evangelic community.
The case of evangelic rock allows us to differentiate the ways in which religious culture and its changes are associated and expressed in the transformations of the youth culture and its musical expressions. But in order to trace those differences, it is imperative to incorporate the premises that refer to the particularity, the fragmentation, and the reciprocal openness that encompass those universes (in this case both the evangelic and the youth ones) into the analysis.
In this context, we will expose how an evangelic rock band ("Rescate") combines and synthesizes two moments: (1) The situation of the evangelic world in Argentina (and especially the contemporary youth), characterized by a quantitative growth and density that has transformed into a key cultural reference in a once exclusively Catholic local culture.
2 (2) The context of a juvenile culture created by local rock that has become a key reference for any movement, even for the evangelic religious groups that, at first, condemned rock.
3
These matters become part of a more general issue: the relationship between youth cultures and rock, which this chapter considers in the context of the development of Christian music. Prandi (2007) has referred to the insurmountable barrier between "evangelic culture" and youth culture, as well as to the nullifying contribution of the evangelics to the contemporary culture in its legitimate expressions. We will understand the term "legitimate" as established to avoid an ex-temporary discussion about legitimacy.
More than just "old wine in new bottles," and much less than the substitution of the "youth" culture for the "evangelic youth," evangelic rock reveals the productivity of cultural synthesis movements in which evangelic and youth cultures dialogue with and transform each other. 4 Because of a matter of space and specificity we will only point out that there is a movement that precedes and complements the one we describe in this chapter. While in this chapter we will limit our analysis to how the evangelic world
